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Pre-Tournament Interview:    JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL      
February 15, 2017 
 

 

Q.  What's your experience been like out here so far? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  So far it's been nice.  The welcome has been warm, it's been 

nice.  Obviously it's different compared to the regular tour.  I think it's a little bit more relaxed 

atmosphere in that sense.  Don't get me wrong, I still -- I know that you have to really play 

great golf.  I mean, good example last week, I've been following the Champions Tour the 

whole last year back home on TV and I know that if you want to win here, you really have to 

play well.  You have to score well under par for three days.  So I know that, and even though 

the atmosphere, as I said, is more relaxed, you still have to play great golf. 

 

Q.  Is it an adjustment with the three rounds, too?   

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  It is, a few adjustments.  For instance last week in the practice 

round on Tuesday, I was there and Miguel showed up and asked me to, you know, try to 

play together 18 holes.  I said okay, yeah, no problem.  I took off from the driving range just 

walking with my caddie and he said, What the hell are you doing?  Well, I'm going to the first 

tee.  Where is your buggy?  What the hell are you talking with about buggy?  Oh, yeah, oh, 

yeah, yeah.  We play in buggies the practice rounds here.  I said, you know, those little 

things. 

 

Q.  First time ever? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  Yeah, first time ever.  So obviously getting used to that sort of 

thing and the three days, as you said.  It is important in the sense that pretty much from the 

very beginning you have to press the pedal, no questions.  You really have to go low from 

the very beginning, otherwise there is not enough time to really catch up.  So you really have 

to shoot low from there. 

 

Q.  Do you and your other European Ryder Cup captains that are playing on the tour, 

do you ever tell stories or talk about old times? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  Well, we didn't have so much time last week.  I mean, it was 

my first week.  I just sat down with Bernard for breakfast today. 

 

Q.  With who? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  With Bernhard Langer.  I played with Monty obviously last week 

and Miguel the first day.  You know, those things come along, sure, as the season goes on. 

 

Q.  Is that interesting though?  Did it even strike you that there were so many other 

European captains out here when you got out here? 
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JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  Because as I said before, I followed the Champions Tour all 

last year on TV so I knew they were playing over here. 

 

Q.  How's your health? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  Well, obviously much better than it has been in the last two 

years.  It's been a real struggle the last two years, a lot of pain.  You know, it's one of those 

things that you have to go through unfortunately, but at the moment everything seems to be 

okay.  I'm taking my medication and all that and that seems to be doing the trick.  If 

everything stays like that, I think I will be healthy enough to practice enough and try to regain 

a little bit of form and try to be competitive around here. 

 

Q.  Does that make it more difficult for a player of your style when you're not -- you 

have a lot of feel and stuff like that when you don't play? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  I think it's for anybody, to be honest.  When you really have to 

stop completely, actually not able to do nothing at all, you have to just lay down at your 

home, unable to unscrew a bottle of water or anything like that.  Once you get to that stage, 

really I think it doesn't matter who you are, it will affect your condition and your preparation 

on your way to regain any form. 

 

Q.  Bernhard's won here three times and obviously he's won a lot of places.  How 

remarkable does that seem to you? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  It is very remarkable.  I've known Bernhard from my very early 

days, since in '86 that I went on tour, European Tour.  I saw Bernhard actually overcome two 

situations with the yips and that makes it even more remarkable, to be honest.  And he looks 

like the years don't go by because he's still in great shape.  He has a great working ethic and 

the things he has done through these years and when he was at his prime but even now 

he's just really something.  We have to take our hats off to him in that regard. 

 

Q.  What does Augusta mean to you? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  It means everything.  I don't know if it's fair or not, but any 

player's career is judged by the majors, and in that regard (inaudible) won a major event 

than haven't but at the end of the day Augusta for me is everything.  It's when I won my two 

major events.  It's a unique place, a lot of history to it.  It's the only major that would repeat 

the course every year, that makes it even more special.  But especially with all the history 

behind it, how they do things around there is remarkable.  So in a way I've always said that 

whenever I go through Magnolia Lane there I'm finding peace with myself in some way.  

When I go back and look at the memories, you know, makes it really, really special. 

 

Q.  Will you stay over here and play until Augusta? 
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JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  No, I'll go home after this week and I'll be back for Mississippi.  

Then I will have that stretch of tournaments as I said, Mississippi, obviously Augusta, and 

Sugarloaf and The Legends. 

 

Q.  He's playing with Miguel.  

 

Q.  Oh, are you?   

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  Yeah, I tell him I need something solid on the team. 

 

Q.  Who picks out the wine? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  Oh, he will, for sure. 

 

Q.  You have no choice? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  I have no choice, I have nothing to say about that. 

 

Q.  After all your experience with the Ryder Cup, how excited are you to go to Bass 

Pro and play in a team format in a legitimate event? 

 

JOSE MARIA OLAZABAL:  Well, we don't play many team events, I have to say.  It's 

always different, attractive I have to say to be able to play a different format for a week.  Is 

great, and especially if you play with a dear friend it's much easier and much better. 
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